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From. 
To: 
Date' 	 Thu, ep 	 19 AM 
Subject: 
	

FW Abu Ghanb Prison case 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

ininal MARsane--  
Froml 	 I(CID) (FBI) 
Sent Wednesday. September  22, 2004 4 48 PM 
	 iCID) (FBI) 

Subject FW Abu Ghanb Prison case 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

below is one more email I located regarding the FOIPA request 
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nconal 	Message---- 	 b6 -1 

From I 	 I  (CID) (FBI) 	b7C - 1 
Sent Wednesday, August 25, 2004  10 46 AM 

kap) (03,,>r,n, (FRE)  

C4 	  I  (CID) (FBI) 
To  II  

Subject Abu Ghanb Prison case 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 
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SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
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From. 
To. 
Date: 	 u, ep 23, 2004 7 19 	AM 
Subject: 
	

FW Abu Ghraib Prison 

UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

---0 	MessanA---  
From 	 ICID) (FBI) 
Sent ednesday, September  22, 2004 4 49 PM 
To 	 ICID) (FBI) 
Subject FW Abu Ghraib Pnson 

UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

This is the final email I've located re the FOIPA matter 

SSA' 
 ICSJU 
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--Orninal MARSACIP----  
From' 	 kID) (FBI) 
Sent Monday, August 09, 2004  5 16 PM 
To ( OW) (FBI) 
Subject Abu Ghraib Prison 

UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

Hell 

my Section Chief has advised that he would like to receive updates on this case every two weeks, with the 
first being two weeks from today 

If you could provide me with the file number for this case when it is assigned, I'll try to monitor the case 
and keep up with it I know you'll advise me of any significant developments as they occur, so I'll try not to 
bother you too much with questions Of course, realizing that there is always a lag between investigative 
activity and when it is put in the file, I'll probably be calling you every couple weeks to get a quick update 

Thanks for you help, call me with any questions, 
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